Crisp is an Eclipse plug-in 
Introduction
Most of the recent research in fault localization and debugging focuses in pinpointing faults at the statement level or targets non-object-oriented programs [9, 8, 3, 1, 4] . Crisp, an Eclipse plug-in tool, is built to assist programmers in isolating failure causes within the relevant portions of an edit of a Java program. Crisp comes with a graphical user interface which can be used by programmers in an interactive development process. This work extends our earlier research prototype Chianti, that performs change impact analysis of Java programs [7, 6] . Chianti divides a program edit into its constituent parts known as atomic changes, identifies a set of regression tests that are impacted by these changes, and for each affected test, identifies the subset of changes (called affecting changes) that may affect its behavior. In essence, Chianti automatically gathers all the relevant changes pertaining to each regression test.
While the subset of the edit that may affect a regression test can be small relative to the total number of atomic * This research was supported by NSF grant CCR-0204410, REU supplement CCR-0331797, and in part by IBM Research.
changes, examining each of these changes and pinpointing the few that induce the failure of a test is a tedious task for programmers. For large applications, parts of an edit are inter-related in many ways, and there can be more than one subset of changes that the programmer considers as failureprone with respect to a test.
There are benefits in automating the iterative process of selecting changes of interest and applying them to the original software version to create intermediate source program versions. Each of these versions can then be tested using the regression test that failed earlier. Programmers can ignore certain changes that do not result in failure, and further examine and isolate smaller sets of changes until they locate those that directly cause the failure. Our goal is to provide programmers with a tool to aid in the process, so that they do not need to be concerned with the syntactic interrelationships of the changes, nor with manually changing any code until they have found the failure-inducing changes and are ready for focused debugging.
Change Impact Analysis
We will use the example program of Figure 1 to illustrate our approach. Figure 1 Figure 1(c) shows the atomic changes corresponding to the two versions of the example program, numbered 1 through 12. Each atomic change is shown as a box, where the top half shows the category of the atomic change, and the bottom half shows the method or field involved. An arrow from an atomic change A 2 to an atomic change A 1 indicates that A 1 is a prerequisite of A 2 (or A 2 is a dependent of A 1 ). In other words, A 2 cannot be added to the original program without A 1 , or the resulting program version will contain compilation errors. The different line styles represent the kinds of dependences that Crisp uses and will be discussed in the Section 3. The observant reader may have noticed that there are 2 changes corresponding to adding the method B.inc(). This is the case because our method for deriving atomic changes decomposes the source code change of adding method B.inc() into two steps: the declaration of an empty method B.inc() (i.e., AM atomic change 1), and the insertion of the body of method B.inc() (i.e., CM atomic change 2).
The LC atomic change category models changes to the dynamic dispatch behavior of instance methods. In particular, an LC change (Y,X.m()) models the fact that a call to method X.m() on an object of run-time type Y results in the selection of a different method after the edit. Consider, for example, the addition of method C.bar() (i.e., AM atomic change 9) to the the original program. As a result of this change, a call to A.bar() on an object of type C will dispatch to C.bar() in the edited program, whereas it used to dispatch to A.bar() in the original program. This change in dispatch behavior is captured by LC atomic change 11. Figure 1 (d) shows the dynamic call graph 3 for test3 in the original version. In this call graph, edges corresponding to dynamic dispatch are labeled with a pair <T,M>, where T is the run-time type of the receiver object, and M is the method shown as invoked at the call site. A test is determined to be affected if its call graph in the original version of the program contains a node that corresponds to a changed method CM or deleted method DM or contains an edge that corresponds to a lookup change LC. It is easy to see that test3 is affected by the edit because its call graph contains a node for B.foo(), which corresponds to CM atomic change 4.
The call graph for test3 on the edited version of the program is shown in Figure 1(e) . In general, the set of atomic changes that affect a given affected test includes: (i) all atomic changes for changed methods (CM) that correspond to a node in the call graph (in the edited program), (ii) atomic changes in the lookup change (LC) category that correspond to an edge in the call graph (in the edited program), and (iii) their transitively prerequisite atomic changes.
We can compute the affecting changes for test3 as follows. Observe, that the call graph for test3 in Figure 1 (e) contains methods B.foo(), and C.bar(), and an edge labeled <C,A.bar()>. Node B.foo() corresponds to atomic change 4, which is dependent on atomic change 1. Node C.bar() corresponds to atomic change 10, which is dependent on atomic changes 6 and 9. Finally, the edge labeled <C, A.bar()> corresponds to atomic change 11, which is also dependent on atomic change 9. Consequently, test3 has six affecting changes: 1, 4, 6, 9, 10 and 11.
Exploring Changes using Crisp.
All the tests passed in the original program, but test3 failed in the edited version. As Figure 1 For test3, a programmer may first guess that the change to method B.foo() is the reason for its failure. When she selects atomic change 4, following the dependence graph shown in Figure 1(c) , Crisp automatically augments the to-be-applied set to include atomic change 1 (i.e., AM(B.inc())). Notice that the arrow between atomic changes 4 and 1 indicates a declaration dependence from 4 to 1. In addition, Crisp considers an AM change and its corresponding CM change for the same method (if there is such a CM change) to be inseparable. This is depicted by the structural dependence arrow in Figure 1(c) from  CM(B.inc()) to AM(B.inc()) . Hence, atomic change 2 and its prerequisite atomic change 3 (i.e., AF(A.x)) are also added to the to-be-applied set of atomic change 4. Thus selecting atomic change 4 results in Crisp applying atomic changes 1, 2, 3 and 4 to create the intermediate program P 1 shown in Figure 1(f) . Notice that the affecting changes set of test3 does not include atomic change 2 and 3, but Crisp adds these two changes into the to-be-applied set.
Crisp also handles a less stringent form of structural dependence where the two atomic changes that are going to be added have to be applied in specific order. An example would be when an AC change of adding an empty class D needs to be applied to the original version prior to an AF change of adding a member field D.x.
The programmer can now execute test3 against P 1 and find that it succeeds. She may then suspect that the newly added method C.bar() is the potential culprit in the edit. Having created P 1 does not limit the programmer's choice for selecting the next affecting change to inspect. Crisp keeps track of a running list of affecting changes that have already been applied to the original program. Any additional affecting changes (and their prerequisites) that the programmer selects are compared to this list to ensure that changes are applied once and only once.
On the other hand, programmers are provided with a rollback function that allows them to undo their selections, restore the original program, and begin exploration again. Suppose that we restart from the beginning and obtain another intermediate version P 2 shown in Figure 1 (g) by applying atomic change 9. The to-be-applied set of atomic change 9 contains atomic changes 6, 9, 10, 11, and 12. Atomic changes 11 and 12 are included here because these change are implicitly applied as a result of applying 9.
Re-executing test3 on P 2 results in a failure. However, not all the changes in the to-be-applied set are considered failure-inducing. LC atomic change 12 has appeared to be applied as a result of applying atomic change 9, though it is not an affecting change of test3: therefore, it is not considered a failure-inducing change. AF atomic change 6 can be applied to the original version and not result in test failure, hence it is not considered to be failure-inducing either. Note that since atomic change 11 is a consequence of applying atomic change 9, it is considered to be a failure-inducing change. Atomic changes 9 and 10 are inseparable, resulting in 10 being failure-inducing also. To make sure that 9, 10, 11 are the only failure-inducing changes, Crisp can calculate a complement set that contains affecting changes 1, 4, 6 only. When this complement set and its necessary prerequisites are applied to the original version, the test passes in the intermediate version. Now the programmer can focus on method C.bar() to find the exact reason that makes test3 fail.
Crisp Interface
Crisp provides an interface where the ordering of the affecting changes in the graphical user interface is completely programmable. This allows for further experiments with various heuristics that may be useful in guiding the programmers through the process of locating the failureinducing changes efficiently. One of the heuristics that we have experimented in our previous papers [2, 5] uses the number of prerequisites to order the affecting changes. This allows the programmers to iteratively add small sets of changes to previously generated intermediate versions until the test fails.
After the programmer selects an affecting change, Crisp reveals all its prerequisites first. Since prerequisites that are not affecting changes themselves can be "dragged" in due to inseparable structural dependence, they are presented in a different list in the GUI. Finally, the programmer is allowed to undo selectively the previous application of atomic changes or undo all the changes and start from the original version of the program again.
